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Valve Spring Question
Posted by loftygoals - 25 Feb 2009 03:56
_____________________________________

What are the thoughts on valve springs?  I experienced failures of two inner springs on my motor last
season.  As I result I bent two valves.  Is there any reason we couldn't allow 944 Turbo valve springs?  I
understand that these springs are slightly stiffer than the standard 944 springs, but can be used with out
modification.  They are also significantly cheaper than standard 944 valve springs.  The only
performance advantage would be that it would allow the motor to rev higher before valve-piston
interference occurred.   Since we use stock software, this won't benefit anyone accept with reliability. 
Besides cost, the 944 Turbo springs provide a little bit of extra over-rev protection.  That's a very good
thing in my book.  Thoughts?

-bj

============================================================================

Re:Valve Spring Question
Posted by SvoChuck - 25 Feb 2009 05:51
_____________________________________

WOW Bj  !  I'm sorry to hear about this on your engine. 

My first responce is I have never seen or had any problem like this before.  So I would guess that it is not
an issue with the valve springs but something else that damaged your engine.  maybe the valve height
was not shimed to the correct height and that caused the valves to get bent ?   I also had a head come
straight out of the machine shop installed it on a car and it had one valve get bent.  i thought the height
had been messed up ?

Does the turbo motor use the same lifters / followers ?  

This is something we should look at and talk about for rules changes.  

Ken when you get a chance please start a new section in the forums for rules changes .  Thanks Ken

And Thanks BJ for bringing this up for review.

============================================================================
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Re:Valve Spring Question
Posted by mcmmotorsports - 25 Feb 2009 07:19
_____________________________________

Guys, I hate to do this, but I would have to disagree with it. Reason being, once you start allowing
mixed/matched components, you are opening up a new can of worms. There are DOZENS of parts that
are cheaper than OEM replacements, many that would provide HUGE advantages in reliability or ease
of acquisition with no additional performance improvement BUT, once you start going down that road, it
isn't long before someone wants to consider doing something else and before you know it, the class has
loss its original design. I have seen it before in the Stock Car racing world. The class votes to allow V6
springs in the front of a 4cyl car because they were cheaper to buy as a replacement. Then, the speeds
increased because of increased corner entry speeds, then they wanted a better tire and then they
started braking spindles, hubs and rotors so then they wanted aftermarket replacements. Before you
know it, your $1,000 entry level race class is now up to $3,000 just to be competitive. Just my 
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